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IS it 'I do' for Brad and Ang?

thought

Martne McCutcheon had

Kiki King, Eva Simpson And Caroline Hedley
SHE'S reported to be expecting the Pitter-patter of tiny feet - and it
looks like it won't be long' before Angelina Jolie becomes the next

. . disappeared off the radar -

it turns out she was in

hibernation planning her pop
comeback,

Mrs Brad Pitt, too.

~ WILL HE BE THE NEW

.. ROB?
It seems the news Brad's ex Jennifer Aniston was dreading could
come to pass sooner than expected.

For it has emerged that, in order to call 30-year-old, Angelina's
adopted sprogs his own, Brad, 42, had to offer US courts assurances
that he was planning to make an honest woman of groom-raider
Angie.
Evan Schaeffer, a partner at famed American law firm Schaeffer &
Lamere, told us: "Although it's possible to divorce a wife or husband,
one cannot divorce one's adopted children. In this sense, adoption is
more binding than marriage, You can't quit being an adopted parent
like you can quit being a husband.
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BOOZE-FREE BASH
IS NO PENNANTS

"Under American law. adoption is a profound and significant act. It
normally doesn't take place unless there's already been a marriage.

HATS off to hunky fooly star
Jermaine Pennant who stuck to a
self-imposed booze ban at his own

"Thus it's reasonable to infer that a marriage is around the corner for
Brad and Angelina,"

birthday bash,
more stories from 3am
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glamour model? The star isn't as
smart as he thinks as his girlfrend
has her spies out to catch him,
more wicked whispers

Search 3am
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And LA-based lawyer J Craig Willams exclusively told us: "It would
take upcoming nuptials or an agreement to become partners for the
court to approve such an adoption."
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o RECOMMENDED LINKS
Flirt Online with Genuine Singles

Ocean's Twelve star Brad, who's made no secret of his wish to
become a dad, offcially adopted four-year-old Maddox and eightmonth-old Zahara on December 2 last year, legally changing their
surnames to Jolie-Pitt,

The first choice dating experience,
Join thousands of genuine singles
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UK SinQles, Chat & Personals at

MakeFriendsOnline

Find dates, romance or friends in

And it looks as though Angie wil soon be I searching for something
( borrwed and something blue, as well as baby bibs.

your area, 400,000+ members and
thousands more joining all the

1 time, Re~ist~~r !ree~_ _ ____
A source close to the pair told us: "Brad would i have been happy to
give I those assurances to the courts as he feels he has the perfect
their own would be the icing on the
ready-made family, A child of

cake."
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j Flirt and Have Fun Online at
i Date The UK

Looking for love, friendship or just
i fancy a bit of fun? At Date The UK

you can find that special someone.
Search profiles, upload pictures
and chat online, Join today and
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Brad, who split from former Friends star Ms Aniston last January, was
seen browsing for Cartier rings on Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills, last
month.

start dating.

And Angie, who was previously married to Bad Santa actor Bily Bob
Thornton, recently had a tattoo of his name erased from her armsuggesting she could be planning to replace it with another, more

permanent, name.
Better start looking for a new hat.
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LESLIE "Dirt Den" Grantham parking his car in the middle of the -;oad in 1a
no-parking zone 50 he could run into a new5agent in Wimbledon vilage
yesterday... Jeremy Edwards in Pret in Soho, London,., Les Dennis in
Browns, Covent Garden... Aled Jones in Wagamama in Soho..,
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